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The situation of women in Eastern Germany after re-unification – 1994 survey

Source: Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, April 1994
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The situation of women in Eastern Germany after re-unification – 1994 survey

- **57%** said their own situation is better
- **16%** said their own situation is the same as before
- **85%** said the situation of women in general is worse

Source: Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, April 1994
The situation of women in Eastern Germany: contradiction between perception and reality

- 57% Better
- 16% Same as before
- 85% Worse

Source: Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, April 1994
Contradictions in people's perception of globalisation: surveys in USA and Mexico

Impact of globalisation is positive ....

Source: Environics International; Toronto 2002
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Further contradictions

Poor countries benefit less from globalisation ....

Source: Environics International; Toronto 2002
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Another source for facts on multilateral globalisation

www.humanglobalization.org